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Extended Abstract
1. Introduction

Following the birth and flourishing of modernism and postmodernism in the
literature and arts of the West, Iranian fiction writers have variably been
affected by these movements and have produced works following their
leads. One such work is the novel Farhad’s Body by the contemporary
writer, Abbas Maroufi. As this novel presents some of the postmodern
features, it is worth being studied in the light of McHale’s (1887) theory of
postmodernism. McHale’s theory is mostly a philosophical one, yet our
approach here is to apply a practical method based on evidence from the text
and answer the following questions: is it a modern or postmodern novel? Is
the dominant in this novel ontology or epistemology?
2. Review of Literature and Theoretical Framework

Brain McHale is one of the theoreticians who believe that postmodernism is
a continuation or a step further than modernism. Three key concepts of his
theory are “the dominant”, “ontology” and “epistemology”. McHale
maintains that in modernist literature, the dominant is epistemology, while
in postmodernist literature, it is ontology (Payandeh, 2009). Based on this
theory, in postmodern novels ontology has a higher position than
epistemology does and ontologically, the story creates and describes a world
or worlds. In this new world or existence, the text does not care whether its
perceptions are correct or not, rather it tends to experience and explain the
reality. That epistemological aspect is sent out to the margin in
postmodernist novels means that they can also be considered in terms of
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their modernist qualities, yet they are less important than the ontological
aspects. Therefore, based on McHale’s theory, a novel can be considered in
terms of both its modernist and postmodernist orientations (Payandeh,
2011).
3. Method

The study is descriptive-analytic method that used content analysis and
library documents. After carefully studying the novel, and collecting and
classifying the necessary data, the postmodernist features and related indices
were analyzed based on McHale’s theory.
4. Results and Discussion

Holding a sort of epistemology based on the theory of possible worlds
(various levels in epistemology) for the different narratological levels of
Gérard Genette, McHale makes a new design and maintains that the
intersection of narratological levels \ by involvement of those levels, cause
ontological considerations (Bameshki, 2014). The novel Farhad’s Body
presents certain ontological questions by applying such techniques as
intertextuality, lack of ontological certainty and some meta-fictional
features. As such features bring about the ground for the intersection of
narratological levels, they intensify this process. These features are studied
and the various sorts of narrative intersection and their instances in the text
of the novel are shown for justifying the stance that we have taken in
analyzing the text. Evidences show the presence of both kinds of
intersection in the novel:
1. Movement from meta-fiction to fiction: in the intersection of these two
worlds, the presence of real and historical characters in the novel and also
the presence of fictional characters from the previous works is an example.
2. Movement from fiction to meta-fiction: examples of intersection at the
level of narration are characters addressing the reader, narrator addressing
the reader, or the interaction between the narrator and the reader.
Another intersection presented in the novel is the changing of the narrator to
a character.
In Farhad’s Body, existence and being are shown in the form of a
multidimensional concept. The writer has tried to personify the real in
imagination, and has presented the amalgamation of reality and imagination
as a major motif so that the reader may contemplate on their own existence
with a new outlook. A major question that is usually posed is how much
human being is real and how much it is unreal. This is the major question
incorporated in this novel and is explored by three techniques of
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“intertextuality”, “lack of ontological certainty” and “meta-fiction”. We are
also faced with multiple and overlapping worlds and stories within story
whose interaction with each other is evident within the novel and this opens
five ontological layers of worlds to us:
- World of reality (the reality that the author and the reader have in it)
- The fictional world of the novel Farhad’s Body by Abbas Marrofi.
- The fictional world of the novel The Blind Owl by Sadegh Hedayat.
- The world of peripheral worlds like Shirin and Farhad
- The world of dreams of the painter.
Through creating parallel and intersecting existential beings, Marrofi sets
his characters with distinct and even contradictory identities moving and
fluctuating in multiple worlds so that the reader would be wandering
confusedly among these fake worlds not knowing them from each other.
Therefore, the borderline between the world of reality and imagination is
destroyed, and this is a method in postmodern fiction which emphasizes the
ontological nature of the novel. One can see that the creation of intersected
worlds in this novel corresponds to the change in the dominant element. In
fact, change is that of epistemology in Modernism to ontological
postmodernism which highlights the ontological questions of the story. This
is because rather than depicting the intuition of the characters from the
world around them, this novel explores the parallel worlds made out of the
reality and imagination. In reading this novel, we are to be faced with this
fundamental question: which world and with what features is presented in
it?
5. Conclusion

Through intersecting ontological levels and challenging our usual
perception about the separation of the reality and imagination, the novel
Farhad’s Body implies that this novel can have roles and effects similar to
those of reality. Analyzing the novel based on the theory of McHale, we
concluded that the dominant element in the novel is ontology because its
world is a reflection of multiple and overlapping worlds. These worlds well
represent the existence of reality and imagination whose borderline is not
always clear. Also, we can see two kinds of intersection in the narrative
level of the novel which are from fictional to meta-fictional and vice versa.
The instances of such intersections are the presence of real and historical
characters in the novel, and the interactions between narrator and the reader,
the character that addresses the reader, moving from one milieu and being to
another and the restricted movements of fictional characters among the real
and imaginative beings in the novel. The text shows that reality and
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imagination can have interaction and influence each other. Finally, it can be
said that Farhad’s Body is a modernist novel in certain respects and
postmodernist in some others.
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